Abstract This research involves implementation of genetic network programming (GNP) and ant colony optimization (ACO) to solve the sequential rule mining problem for commercial recommendations in time-related transaction databases. Excellent recommender systems should be capable of detecting the customers' preference in a proactive and efficient manner, which requires exploring customers' potential needs with an accurate and timely approach. Due to the changing nature of customers' preferences and the differences with the traditional find-allthen-prune approach, the interesting temporal association rules are extracted by the metaheuristics, genetic algorithms-based method of GNP. Additionally, a useful model is constructed using the obtained rules to forecast future customer needs and an ACO approach to evolve the online recommender system continuously. The methodology is experimentally evaluated in a real-world application by analysing the customer database of an online supermarket.
Introduction
An electronic commercial recommendation system [2] attempts to deliver meaningful recommendations to customers regarding items of personal interest (e.g. goods and products). Currently, we are in an era of information explosion due to the rapid development of Internet technology. The vast amount of data not only provides statistics but also offers information and knowledge resources. Recommender system technology can provide information based on customers' personal preferences, previously hidden in databases, and thus has drawn substantial attention.
Data mining and analysis of a large number of transaction data sets can reveal significant patterns and rules underlying these sets. This knowledge can be used by the marketing system to make recommendations to customers and promote sales. A variety of methods exist for recommender systems, which can be generally classified into four main categories [16] : collaborative filtering (CF), contentbased (CB), computational intelligence (CI) and hybrid algorithms.
Collaborative filtering methods rely on the similarities of users [7] . In these methods, the similarity between users is computed based on their rating profiles, and then the method recommends items that are highly rated by similar users [1, 29] . In content-based approaches, items are recommended based on items previously preferred by a specific user [24] . For example, as a special case of content-based systems, knowledge-based recommender systems directly compute users' favourite items based on their historic profile [11] . The computational intelligence methods apply intelligence techniques to construct proper recommendation models, including artificial neural networks [30] , clustering techniques [9, 31] , evolutionary algorithms [17, 28] and fuzzy set techniques [18] . Hybrid technologies integrate CF, CB or CI methods with the goal of developing better recommendations for items [4] .
Lots of customers found that frequent pop-up recommendations are annoying. Therefore, only the right in time recommendations are truly valuable. However, a number of studies in traditional recommender systems focus on the problem of which item to recommend [1, 9, 11, 24] , while relatively few studies also consider the best time to recommend an item.
Excellent recommenders should be capable of identifying customers' preferences in a proactive and efficient manner, which means exploring customers' potential needs accurately and in a timely manner. For example, if product A 1 has been purchased and after 3 months product A 2 is purchased, then the frequency of this event sequence will be reviewed to determine if the occurrence is over the importance threshold, for example, over 90%, then, it becomes a sequential pattern. If a customer purchased product I 1 , the recommender system will send a promotion of product I 2 3 months later, which is the appropriate timing. Since customers have generally short memories, a recommendation that is provided too early will be useless and annoying, and if the promotion comes too late, customers may have already chosen product I 2 from another vendor.
Additionally, the preferences of customers change over time; thus, it is more appropriate to treat the recommendation problem as a dynamic sequential decision process. Most traditional recommender systems are static [6, 12] since they only constitute information that considers whether a customer purchases a product during a certain period. However, customer demands are dynamic and previously preferred products may no longer be of interest after a certain period, while new demands are gradually developing. Therefore, the quality of recommendations can be improved by using the dynamic sequential information in a continuously evolving approach.
Challenges and literature review
Association rules without temporal information will be insufficient to predict future customer demand. Additionally, the data have a natural sequential form in historical purchasing databases. Therefore, how the customer interest changes over time among purchasing behaviours is one of the problems that must be a focus of the proposed method.
It is difficult to discover sequential associations from a historical database. As an important area in data mining, sequential rule mining has attracted a great deal of attention and many interesting methods have been proposed. Several of the frequently used methods are as follows: association rule mining [10, 15] , sequential pattern discovery [20, 26, 27, 32] , inter-transactional mining [8] , and periodic pattern and episode mining [3, 14, 33] . However, few of the existing algorithms consider mining the sequential patterns with concrete time information and they either only incorporate the event sequence one after another or mine with limited time tag information. For example, pattern mining only provides the order for the majority of the purchase sequences with vague time limits. It does not provide information about how long it will be before another purchase occurs after a current event; therefore, we cannot know when the recommender system should recommend another product to promote sales.
For mining sequential patterns, how historical events change in temporal sequences are studied closely. Zaki [34] proposed an approach called SPADE which uses an efficient lattice search technique to transform the database into sub-sequence-list databases. Later, the PrefixSpan model was proposed, which can extract rules by searching the original database only twice [25] . These methods extract sequential rules efficiently; however, they do not attempt to find time intervals among event sequences.
Methods such as the I-PrefixSpan algorithm were proposed to generate time-interval-based sequential patterns [5] . However, the time intervals must be specified by users in advance, and the length of the extracted sequential patterns is limited by the time intervals. The time-gap mining method [21] has also been proposed to obtain timerelated sequential patterns. However, this method cannot process repeating items among transaction time sequences.
Possible combinations of events with unlimited time intervals suggest an infinite search space. Unlike the conventional find-all-then-prune approach, only a sufficient number of rules will be obtained in the rule generation phase of the proposed methods. Therefore, the proposed method solves this NP-hard problem with a metaheuristics evolutionary-based [36] method, GNP, which only obtains a sufficient set of interesting rules as a solution.
Meanwhile, customer preference is ever-changing, especially for e-commerce businesses. The initial rules can be obtained by offline evaluation of a historical purchasing database; however, since customers' desires change rapidly (possibly caused by fashion, seasonal trends, panic buying, etc.), during the online application of association rules, a dynamic design is necessary.
Recently, hybrid models are proposed in existing studies to deal with online process, for example, [23] captures user's changing preferences over the broadcasting time of TV shows as staying preferences at each interval of the broadcasting. For example, a study [35] of the development of vocabulary for capturing a customer's affective experiences to apparel under design has been proposed. Generic words for affect or emotion can be extracted using effective data mining process. Kim et al. [13] inferred user preferences on genres from implicit online feedback system, clustered users into user groups on genres and recommended for the group to which each user belongs. A cluster ensembles approach, Hypergraph Partitioning Algorithm [22] , is applied on SOM and EM clustering results, and with a multi-criteria CF to improve the online recommendation accuracy.
In another study [38] , when new data arrived online, they are used to update the concept lattice and the behaviour of target users, and then, the concept lattice and the rule library are used to calculate the ordered recommendation results, which are returned to the user with a feedback mechanism.
Features of the proposed method
The proposed method in this paper constructs a hybrid recommendation model using the CI and CB approaches. Similar to the CB methods, items previously purchased by a specific user construct the basic item association profile, and only items matching the profile will be recommended. Important associations among items will be represented as association rules [37] , which have the form of {diaper, beer} ? {milk}, where {diaper, beer} is the antecedent of the rule and {milk} is its consequent.
Firstly, different from other studies, this paper developed a temporal rule mining model to extract important sequential patterns containing not only the recommended items but also the time gaps among them. Sequential patterns are extracted effectively with an evolutionary-based method, Genetic Network Programming (GNP) [36] . The extracted temporal association rules in the rule base implicate the sequential associations among items that construct the profile that guides the recommender system. Secondly, the proposed method implements a unique optimization method in cope with changing customer preference. The if-then type connection of time-related association rules has features that are similar to the directed connection structure of the ant colony optimization (ACO) method proposed by Merkle [19] . The ACO algorithm is inspired by the behaviour of ant colonies in nature, where a pheromone is accumulated to obtain a better solution and evaporates as time passes. The proposed method incorporates the ACO algorithm to maintain an up-to-date association connection model of the recommender system.
In nature, ants that successfully find food return to their colony while leaving pheromone trails. Other ants tend to follow the trail if it is found. If the followers also obtain food rewards, they reinforce the same trail. Therefore, historical successful search information will pass to other search agents and accumulate over time. Additionally, the pheromone trail will evaporate over time, thus reducing its attractive strength. If there are no longer rewards for following a trail, it will eventually disappear. Thus, ants (optimization agents) can quickly adapt to the changing environment while maintaining guided information. Pheromone evaporation not only improves adaptivity but also avoids convergence to a local optimal solution.
The idea of the proposed method is to mimic this population behaviour with ''simulated ants'' that search the temporal association connection among recommended items. The association rules represent important correlations among recommended items, similar to the ant trails. Each time the classification uses the association rules is similar to one instance of an ant searching. A successful recommendation prediction will give positive rewards to the related association connections and strengthen the pheromone trails.
Association connections without successful classification rules will eventually disappear since they no longer fit the changing environment, which in this case, means they are no longer adapted to the changing customer preference. Only continuous useful association connections can survive in this evolving process.
However, the GNP rule mining process continuously runs to replenish new rules whenever new customer information is available, which guarantees that the association connection model has sufficient information to evolve and refine.
The objective of the proposed method is to generate a proper number of rules for the objective item (attribute) during the GNP evolution; thus, the fitness functions are defined to reward the individuals who generate more and better rules. The moment that the temporal association rules are obtained, they are ready to construct an analysis model for the recommendations.
The item association analysis model for a user is constituted by the temporal rules generated in the extraction phase for customer interest forecasting. The rules stored in the rule base are continuously evolving online with the ant colony optimization to adapt to customers' changing demands.
There are two main features of the proposed mechanism:
1. The method processes customers' temporal behaviour information in the historical purchasing database. The extracted association rule represents the purchasing behaviour corresponding to products with time tags, which show the correlations among events in concrete time sequences. 2. Offline evaluation of the historical purchasing database extracts rules that only constitute a fundamental item association model for customer behaviour analysis. Due to the ever-changing preference of customers, the ACO and continuing mining process of the GNP evolution in the online application guarantees the adaptivity and flexibility of the proposed model by pheromone trials and rule replenishment.
The concept definitions and criteria calculations are introduced in Sect. 2. Section 3 is devoted to describing the proposed analysis model constituted by the temporal association rules. The simulation results are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions and future work are provided in Sect. 5.
Equations and definition
Correlations among purchase events are represented as event sequences in the proposed model, and each time sequence has its corresponding association rules, which are clear and directly understood.
Suppose that I = I 1 , I 2 ,…, I n is a set of event attributes, where n represents the total number of attributes in item set I. They represent the behaviour of purchasing different items. Item set size n can change dynamically if needed, for example, if a supermarket got new supplies, item set size should increase correspondingly. If a customer purchased the corresponding product, the attribute will be 1, otherwise it will be 0.
Let H represent the temporal historical purchasing database. Each time unit represents a user-defined time episode and will be arranged in an ascending order in the database pre-processing phase. Let T = 0, t 2 ,…, t k be the set of time tags of the events. Then, if item I i was purchased 5 time units later than the original time point 0, t i is denoted by t i = 5. How the purchasing behaviour changes in sequence is implied by the ascending order of the timerelated database.
Definition: Event Sequence: The temporal correlated event sequence is defined as Es = {I i(0) , I j(t1) , …, I k(tk) }, where t 1 , …, t k defines how many time units after the original time point, I i , I j , I k [ I and t 1 ,…, t k [ T, and the first time unit is established at 0 to represent the original time point of the sequence.
For instance, suppose event sequence ESeq x = {I 1(0) , I 2(3), I 3(5) }, which indicates that product I 1 was purchased at original time unit 0, product I 2 will be purchased 3 time units later, and the customer will purchase product I 3 an additional 2 time units later, which is 5 time units from the original point. Correspondingly, the time sequence for ESeq x is {0, 3, 5}, the event set is {I 1 , I 2, I 3 }, and the corresponding event sequence is represented as {I 1(0) , I 2(2) , I 3(3) }. As a result, the event sequence is defined to study how historical purchasing behaviours influence each other sequentially. The definition implies that multiple items could be purchased at the same time unit, even for the 0 time point. For example, in the event sequence ESeq y = {I 1(0) , I 2(0) , I 3(4) , I 1(5) , I 4(5) }, I 1 and I 2 are purchased at original time point, followed by I 3 at time unit 4, and another 1 time unit later, I 1 and I 4 are purchased together at time unit 5.
Let I x (t = t x ) represent that attribute I x occurs at t x time units later. Therefore, the following association rule can be extracted:
where the consequent part of the rule indicates that the objective item I c is purchased t c time units later. Here, t c C t j -C ÁÁÁ C 0, the original time unit is 0, and the remainder of the time units in the rule shows their relative time difference from the original point.
The criteria of the rules are executed using support, confidence and Chi-square values. The support criteria guarantee the appearance of frequent sequential patterns and are defined as the proportion of rule r in the database with N time units, i.e. if the occurrence of rule r is h, then Support(r) = h/ N. The correlations of attributes in the antecedent and consequent part of rule r are calculated using the confidence value. Confidence is defined as the proportion between the occurrence count c of the antecedent part and the occurrence count h of whole rule r, i.e. Confidence(r) = h/c.
The Chi-square statistical test is applied in rule evaluation to deny the independency assumption of the antecedent and consequent part (X and Y part) of the rules. If the number of time units in the corresponding database is N, the support values of X, Y and X [ Y are calculated as x, y and z, respectively. However, if X and Y are independent, we can obtain the support value of X [ Y as xy. Consequently, we obtain the following:
If the Chi-square value of a rule shows a high significance level (99% significance level suggests a Chi-square value higher than 6.63), we can deny the independent assumption of X and Y, and the corresponding rule can be considered as an interesting rule [37] . If the significance level of the event sequence in the rule is important enough, which implies a strong correlation between X and Y, then it will be accepted as an important interesting rule. That is, the event sequence can be considered a time-related association rule if its corresponding three criteria are over the thresholds. Figure 1 describes the general procedure of the proposed method. The first phase occurs offline, where temporal association rules are extracted from the historical customer behaviour database in the rule extraction phase using the GNP-directed graph. New rules will be continuously obtained and recorded in the rule pool for all customers. The new data that arrives will be used to predict the future purchasing behaviour by treating new data as the current situation and matching it with the prediction model constructed by the accumulated rules.
Prediction models
In the online phase, the temporal rules can be provided to constitute the time sequence model that predicts future customer purchasing behaviour and guides the recommender systems to recommend better items for customers at appropriate times. The generated temporal rules establish an important profile for the users, with which the user purchasing behaviour can be estimated and provided to the recommenders.
Although the initial rule extraction phase is executed offline, the stored rules can be applied to analyse customer behaviours after sufficient rules are extracted. The recommendation model adapts to the changing demands of customers by incorporating the ant colony optimization method, in which weak patterns will fade out and strong patterns will be strengthened by the pheromone accumulation process. As a result, the recommendation analysis phase is a continuous online process, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Event sequence and GNP structure
The GNP [37] is an evolutionary algorithm that encodes its individuals as compact directed graphs. Extended from GA and GP, the number of nodes is fixed in GNP; thus, it has a compact structure without bloating problems. The proposed method uses the directed graph structure of GNP to constitute candidate rules. Different from the traditional find-all-then-prune approach, the proposed method does not extract all of the rules; thus, a proper number of rules will be obtained and applied to effectively constitute the analysis model.
Three types of nodes are included in GNP individuals: the start node, processing nodes and judgement nodes. Every individual starts the calculation process from the start node. Judgement nodes connected by directed connections serve as if-then-else judgement sequences, while processing nodes calculate and record criteria. It is efficient to use the compact structure of GNP to extract association rules. Important building blocks [36] of GNP individuals can be preserved as important associations in the rule extraction process. Meanwhile, effective associations can be reproduced and reconstructed in the subsequent generations with the genetic operations of selection, crossover and mutation.
The if-then judgement process in the judgement nodes indicates possible correlations among events. GNP has a directed graph structure that is encoded as a two-dimensional array, as shown on the right side of Fig. 2 . Every judgement node has Yes and No connections with different time delays attached to each Yes connection. A judgement node will serve as an if-then judgement process which examines the data in the database.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the shaded portion of the GNP individual will be used as the possible X portion of candidate rule r. Combined with the Y portion, which is decided by object class I c (purchase or not purchase of a certain object or product), the candidate rule can be generated using the GNP structure directly.
Candidate rules are generated from the GNP individuals. In the Initial generation, it will be randomly established, and afterwards, evolutionary algorithm will evolve the GNP structure to obtain more interesting rules.
Generally speaking, each processing node represents the start point of a candidate rule. Since Judgment node of GNP naturally has Yes-and No-side connection based on the judgment result, candidate rules are generated by the Yes-side connection of Judgment nodes. On the other side, the No-side connection of judgement nodes simply denotes a stop sign to candidate rules. During the rule extraction and classification process, whenever judgment node reaches a No connection, its current iteration will be ended. An iteration here is defined as one cycle of executing the classification model to predict customer purchase behaviours. For instance, the Yes connections of the judgement nodes represent the customers' purchase behaviour of products, and the time delays among judgement nodes represent the time intervals with respect to these purchasing events. Assuming that the objective item is I c , start from the Processing node P 1 , the following candidate rule could be generated from the left side of Fig. 2 :
Notice that u, v and w represent the direct time delays among events; therefore, the actual time sequence should be calculated cumulatively.
After a satisfied (occurrence) count search of the database, the criteria can be calculated for all of the candidate rules. If the candidate rule has criteria values higher than the threshold values, it will become an important temporal association rule. Important interesting rules in the proposed methods are stored in the rule pool and will later constitute the analysis model for customer behaviour predictions.
As one of the strengths of GNP evolution, the judgement nodes can be incorporated repetitively to construct candidate rules. Beginning at other processing nodes, even the same directed graph structure will result in different timerelated event sequences. Candidate rules can thus be obtained by each GNP individual during the evolution process. There is no need to sort to constitute a sequential candidate rule since the time delays among judgement nodes in GNP structure are bigger than or equal to 0, thus the candidate rule constructed by GNP is inherently with ascending time tags.
Rule extraction mechanism
Computing the satisfaction counts is the most essential process for every association rule mechanism. A candidate rule can become an important rule if its corresponding criteria of support, confidence and Chi-square values exceed the given thresholds based on the calculated satisfaction counts.
The satisfaction counts [36] should be examined and calculated by a GNP-directed graph structure based on the training database to judge the importance of the candidate rules. The proposed method introduces a temporal examination mechanism to extract a repeated event sequence in the database in both time and attribute (item) dimensions to address the behaviour prediction problem. Thus, the examination mechanism should consider the time delays and corresponding item concurrently.
Database pre-processing is performed to arrange the database according to different customers to maintain the consistency of event sequences. The purchase behaviours of different customers are meaningless in the sequential database case; thus, the examination process should confirm that the purchase sequences are accomplished by the same customer. This condition is guaranteed by database pre-processing and the mechanism that arranges the purchase events of each customer together and sorts the sequences according to time units, as shown in Fig. 3 .
For every customer's database, the examination mechanism is executed in a similar way. Starting from each time unit, the event sequence is evaluated based on the attributes and corresponding time delays. For instance, to verify the event sequence ESeq 1 , begin at 0000 of customer 1 in Fig. 2 GNP encoding Fig. 3. I 1 is matched, and 1 time delay later, I 2 is also matched; thus, the corresponding count of a is increased by 1, since it is satisfied by the event sequence beginning at 0000. Therefore, the counts of b and c are also similarly increased. There is no fuzzy matching; thus, if one of the former attributes is not matched at a certain time unit, the event sequence will be considered to be a mismatch, and there is no need to examine the remainder of the event sequence, as shown in the example of the event sequence beginning at 0002 of customer 1. The mechanism will advance to the next time unit and begin a similar examination. Notice that all of the customer databases will be processed; thus, the same event sequence will have different counts in different customer databases, as shown in Fig. 3 .
As shown in the example in Fig. 3 , two customers are processed simultaneously for the satisfaction counts. Different customers have different purchasing behaviours; therefore, their matching counts should be archived separately during the process and the corresponding rules that are generated should be stored by different customers in the rule base.
The event sequence has a length of four attributes, as shown in Fig. 3 ; however, since time intervals are attached to each attribute, visiting the same judgement node recursively represents a reasonable behaviour in the time sequences database, e.g. purchasing the same product repeatedly. Therefore, recursive connections are allowed, and there is no limit to the length of possible rules, which indicates infinite possible combinations. After the counts for one event sequence are computed, the counts for all of its sub-sequences are automatically computed; thus, subassociation rules could be generated conveniently without additional examination.
After calculating the satisfaction counts, the proposed method computes the criteria for each candidate temporal association rule and if all of its criteria are higher than a certain threshold, the candidate rule is guaranteed to be important enough as a temporal association rule to be stored in the rule base.
Fitness functions of evolution
Since the GNP structure is incorporated to generate association rules instead of finding optimal solutions, the fitness function shows unique characteristics in GNP mining. All GNP individuals will contribute to the rule extraction; therefore, rules can be obtained and recorded beginning at the first generation of evolution. As a result, GNP data mining does not attempt to obtain elite individuals or prediction models during evolution. The evolution goal in the proposed method is to extract a maximum number of rules.
The goal is to generate as many qualified rules as possible and store all the extracted rules in the rule pool through the evolution process. We considered Chi-squared value as the most important criteria since it calculates the correlations. Therefore, we choose to use Chi-squared value instead of support in the fitness function.
Same rule may be extracted repeatedly during the evolution, especially for those short rules. However, each rule should be new only one time, thus the a nova reward is added for individuals actually generated new rules. What's more, long rules are preferred with better ability to predict purchasing behaviours. In the interest of keeping diversity of the evolution, rules that contain more than the Na attribute are defined as multiple rules, we give multiple rule reward a v , and individuals generate multiple rules will be preferred during the evolution process. Thus, individuals with the ability to generate many new and diversified rules will survive to reproduce descendants. Then, each individual is evaluated as follows:
where RS: set of interesting rules that satisfy the importance thresholds, v 2 (r): Chi-square value of the extracted rule r, g: Chi-square coefficient, k: rule length coefficient, Initial individuals are randomly generated; however, compact structure of GNP individual makes them possible to generate number of rules. The attributes constitute the rules will naturally be frequent items, for example, given the rule of
for the rule satisfy criteria thus the item I 1 , I 2 , I 3 must also be frequent, then in the next generation, when constructing GNP individuals during mutation, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 will have higher probability to be chosen. The possibility of choosing attributes for judgement nodes is updated each generation based on the attributes' ability to constitute new rules; this is the attribute accumulation mechanism(AAM) to improve the evolution efficiency, for the more details of AAM please refers to [37] .
By AAM algorithm, the attributes constitute more rules will have higher probability to construct individuals in GNP evolution. Therefore, the better attributes, which consistently have high correlation with other attributes and have the penitential to constitute more rules, are accumulated through evolution and consequently have more chance to generate new rules. As a result, important building blocks will be preserved generation by generation.
Individuals who failed to obtain enough new rules will be immediately eliminated, and the population is updated without retaining any elite individuals (elite refers to several of the best individuals which live through generations prevented from death in some evolutionary algorithms). In the proposed method, all individuals will perish each generation, but only the best individuals can reproduce offspring to inherit important building blocks (e.g. important combination of items who has potential to generate more new rules). Therefore, the attributes(items) that no longer generate new rules will also naturally vanish from the population since they can only generate the same old rule.
AAM is applied to exploit already accumulated information and increase extraction efficiency, on the other hand, in order to constantly find new rules, a nova reward, multiple rule reward and no elite evolution process is implemented to strengthen the exploration. Exploration and exploitation are carefully balanced in the proposed method.
Four types of genetic operators are used in this process, including the conventional crossover, judgement function mutation, directed graph connection mutation and the time delays of judgement nodes mutation. The time delays of judgement nodes mutation are designed to evolve the time units among attributes which imitate the event sequence in the historical purchasing databases.
Evolving rules and ant colony optimization
Generally, association rule mining is an offline approach as all of the rules are extracted from a training database and separately applied to the testing database after the extraction phase is complete. However, customer preference is continuously changing and, with the evolutionary rule extraction process, new time-related rules can always be explored since the possible combinations are infinite. The proposed approach evolves the rule base with ant colony optimization, while new rules are continuously being generated during the rule extraction phase; thus, rule extraction and rule evolution are performed simultaneously, which is an online approach.
All of the rules are stored together after extraction and they constitute the prediction models for each class (purchase or not purchase certain goods or products) in the database and undergo the ant colony optimization evolution process. Recommendations can be made any time after the rules are extracted and the rules are adapted and evolved continuously based on the changing environments, which in this case is the shifting demand of customers.
As a result, the prediction models are composed of three stages: in the first stage, all of the rules related to each class build an event sequence classification model, as shown in Fig. 4 . The consequent part of each extracted rule is the corresponding objective class, which can be treated as the prediction result. The second stage is to build the classification model, and third is the prediction stage which will be introduced in detail later.
If the antecedent attributes of a rule satisfy the occurrence of an event sequence in the testing data, it is called a satisfied rule. Then, the satisfaction situation of extracted rules in each class will be examined using testing data. According to the temporal rule, if a rule is satisfied, it will sequentially classify the prediction result to its corresponding consequent class.
Since multiple rules can satisfy the same testing data, it is difficult to determine which consequent class of satisfied rules should be selected. Unlike other methods that try to prune less important association rules, the proposed method utilizes all of the extracted rules in the classification model. Each rule represents an event sequence. The model of Iteration 1 in upper left side of Fig. 4 is constructed by two event sequences: {I 1(0) , I 2(2) , I 3(5), I 4(6), I c(7) } and {I 1(0) , I 4(1), I c(2) }.
Second, the system uses the classification model to predict customer behaviours and to obtain prediction feedback, where the performance of the classification model is measured through analysis of the results of applying the model to the testing database. The event sequences that contribute to the accurate prediction results are similar to successful ants in a colony and will leave pheromone trails to guide the subsequent prediction process. Consequently, as shown in Iteration 2 in the upper right side of Fig. 4 , the pheromones of successful classification will be strengthened and will influence the subsequent classification process. P n shows how many pheromones are accumulated in a certain event sequence, which is vividly represented by the thickness of the connections in Fig. 4 . An iteration is defined as one cycle of executing the classification model to predict customer purchase behaviours.
After k iterations, due to pheromone evaporation and good event sequence accumulation, the structure of the analysis model can change. To avoid the disappearance of all of the event sequences while maintaining the adaptivity of the model, when new rules are extracted, they can be added to the model immediately. Fig. 4 .
This process is described more clearly in Algorithm 1. Each rule is rated by its confidence value and pheromone as calculated by Score[c] and contributes to the final classification result. The system will choose the highest w classes and recommend the corresponding goods and products to customers. Meanwhile, all of the rules also evaporate slowly using ant colony optimization; thus, the model avoids becoming trapped in the local optimal of the optimization process. The association rules that are no longer useful due to changing customer preferences will eventually fade out, as shown in Iteration k of Fig. 4 , where the sub-sequence of {I 1(0) , I 2 (2) } gradually disappears in the prediction model. Notice that although it takes all of the sequences of {I 1(0) , I 2(2) , I 3(5), I 4(6), I c(7) } to construct the classification model, part of the sequence can disappear without removing the entire sequence due to different behaviours in the testing databases.
Third, the testing databases become the new training databases over time, and new association rules are extracted. Those rules can be stored and used for the online prediction model; thus, the proposed process returns to stage one, where the original testing database becomes the training database and fresh new data becomes the new testing database. This is a closed circle process with a continuous evolution that ensures the online feature of the proposed method.
Empirical study
The proposed prediction method attempts to predict changing customer purchasing behaviours; thus, it not only provides prediction results on purchasing behaviour but also provides an insight analysis model for future possible precision marketing. A real-world database is studied in this section to evaluate the performance of the application of the proposed method.
Database and parameter descriptions
The database used in the empirical study is collected from a small online supermarket that tracked its customers' purchasing behaviours for more than 9 years. The databases in this application contain purchasing behaviours of 784 loyal customers and 241,382 purchase transactions from January 2001 to June 2009, including 99 different types of groceries. Closer examination of the database suggests that customers usually purchase goods once per week or twice per month, which is consistent with the normal glossary purchasing pattern. Thus, in this simulation, the proposed method establishes the time unit at 2 weeks, which guarantees at least one purchase in each time unit (occasionally empty time units are allowed). Eighty per cent of the database is used for training, and 20% is used for continuous testing.
The entire duration is 8.5 years, and the time unit in the experiment is 2 weeks; thus, there are 204 time units for 784 customers. In other words, a total of 204 9 784 = 159,936 time units are used in this simulation. Table 1 provides the corresponding parameters for the evolutionary process and the database characteristics. Here, the support value is set to 0.03 because the database is large; thus, the optimal value is obtained by experimental trials. Individual and population parameters are established by the general case of GNP evolution, which shows the proper performance.
Results
Since the goal of GNP data mining is not to find the optimal model, the fitness values of individuals do not convergence as with other evolutionary methods and new association rules can be continuously extracted to the overall rule pool. Consequently, the effectiveness of the evolution is assessed by the number of rules it generated.
As shown in Fig. 5 , a sufficient number of rules are extracted and stored. The rules are achieved via a weighted average method to constitute temporal classification models. Thus, all of the obtained rules will contribute to the final classification results with their corresponding coefficients of importance levels.
Using the historical purchasing records, the antecedent portion of each association rule will be matched to the testing database time unit by time unit. If the rules are satisfied, the weighted scores will be added to their corresponding consequent portion, which produces the final prediction results, and pheromone is accumulating and evaporating using ACO algorithm as described in Sect. 3.4. The continuously evolving process is executed over 800 times and the possible combination of rules is infinite; thus, the number of extracted rules never reaches convergence.
For a concrete example, a shoe oil purchasing situation is considered. The satisfied association rules for the objective item, shoe oil, constituting the analysis model are shown in Fig. 6 . There are a total of 89 association rules for the shoe oil purchasing situation for all customers; however, only 2 of these rules are satisfied according to the current iteration in Iteration 1, which is Cloth t ¼ 0 ð ÞŜ hoe ðt ¼ 0Þ ! Shoe oil ðt ¼ 2Þ and Make up ðt ¼ 0Þ ! Shoe oil ðt ¼ 0Þ. The first rule suggests that the customer usually buys a cloth and shoes together and purchases shoe oil after 1 month. The second rule suggests that the customer usually buys make-up and shoe oil together. Notice that the second rule is similar to the conventional recommendation system, which actually shows how goods are purchased together without the time consideration. Thus, the proposed method is capable of both a conventional recommendation and a recommendation that considers the time aspect. Satisfied rules are similar to successful ant agents that found food in an ant colony; they leave pheromones to guide the subsequent agents. Thus, P 1 , P 2 and P 3 are set to an initial value of 1.0.
In Iteration 2, only a portion of the second rule is satisfied as follows: Shoe t ¼ 0 ð Þ!Shoe oil t ¼ 2 ð Þ; thus, only a portion of the event sequence has its pheromone of P 2 strengthened, as shown in Fig. 6 . The pheromones corresponding to unsatisfied event sequences evaporate gradually. Therefore, after several iterations, the analysis 
Þ is extracted and satisfied since this new behaviour can be observed from the customer behaviours. Therefore, the manner in which important event sequences (correlations with time tags) change over time can be examined intuitively in the model. Figure 6 concretely shows how the behaviour of products purchased is extracted by the association rules. The proposed method applies the rules to build analysis models and vividly shows where the event sequence begins, how it changed based on the changing database, and finally, in which order. This provides assistance to punctual recommendation systems and precision marketing.
The training process using GNP evolution to obtain original rule pool from the first 80% of database, which is relatively time-consuming, thus each generation cost around 250 ms as shown in Table 2 , after the 1500 rounds of generations, enough number of rules have been obtained. The offline training process has ended. Table 2 further analysed the result of offline and online time complexity. As for Simple GNP method without continuous GNP and ACO, it directly applies the obtained rules for online prediction. While continuous GNP and continuous GNP ? ACO method both have online training and prediction process, the rest 20% of the database will be used for continuous GNP evolving and cost around 250 ms per generation which is acceptable for online requirement. At least after one online generation, newly generated rules will be immediately added to the rule pool, and the prediction process can be executed which cost almost the same execution time for three of the compared methods within 30-40 ms for each prediction. Since online process predicts the last 20% of the database which has 159,936 time units as shown in Table 1 . Therefore, a total of 159,936 9 20% = 31,987 predictions are produced. Table 3 shows that the proposed method obtains proper prediction accuracy based on different confidence values. Accuracy is calculated as follows: if the recommender system recommends a certain item to the user at the corresponding time point and the user actually purchases the item, then the prediction accuracy is 100%; otherwise it is 0%. The calculation of accuracy is performed for all of the users' behaviours at all time units; thus, it is an averaged performance criterion.
Different than the support and Chi-square criteria described in Sect. 2, when extracting temporal association rules, the confidence value will be the key factor that influences the accuracy of the user behaviour prediction. The support criteria guarantee the frequency of the Fig. 6 Example of an evolving analysis model temporal rule, the Chi-square value ensures that the items in the rule are positively related, and finally, the confidence value evaluates the extracted rule's precision. Therefore, confidence thresholds of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 are studied separately. The rest 20% of the database which was tested for online prediction demonstrate that due to the changing preference of customers, the rules adapted to the former 80% of the database are no longer suitable for the remaining 20% of the database, with a decrease in the prediction results. From Table 3 , we see that the continuously evolving GNP with newly extracted rules can improve the performance and that the proposed method, which combines continuous GNP with Ant Colony Optimization, can further improve the overall performance of the prediction.
Increasing the confidence threshold with other fixed criteria results in a different accuracy performance, as seen in Table 3 . The GNP method without continuous evolution shows good performance in the training phase, but not as precise a performance in testing. Continuous rule mining shows an improvement in prediction accuracy for the testing database, where the extracted rules are a larger portion of the database and testing occurs with the remainder. Continuous GNP combined with ACO shows the best prediction accuracy in the testing phase.
Conclusions
In this paper, the continuous online recommendation model has been proposed using association rules with concrete time tags. Sufficient important temporal association rules that consider time-related intervals can be extracted efficiently using an evolutionary-based GNP mining method.
After rule extraction, the stored rules are used to build a sequential prediction model to analyse which class (item) customers will purchase in time sequence order. The realworld data application section has verified that the proposed methods can be used for the customer behaviour analysis. Changing customer behaviour can be predicted accurately by building the proposed analysis model. Applying the proposed method, we not only know which items to sell to customers but also when to use strategies for these sales. As a result, precision marketing can be executed at a specific time to avoid inefficient promotions. Ant colony optimization has been used to maintain the adaptivity of the prediction model to the changing demand of customers. Even after rules are extracted, they are still evolving using ACO online. By combining the continuous GNP and ACO, the proposed prediction model maintains up-to-date accuracy in the recommendation system.
Future works of the proposed method include clustering the obtained time-related rules to extract similar patterns among customers, and then using these information for future recommendations. Another idea is to denote certain products as signals to life events (such as purchasing diapers is a likely indicator of a birth of a baby). Once a single or a sequence of signal products have been purchased, based on rules from other customers, recommendations can be made to the customer.
